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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
245,005 

CATH ODE-RAY STORAGE TUBEAPPARATUS 
AND METHOD OF OPERATION 

Paul K. Weimer and Vladimir K. Zworykin, 
Princeton, and Irving Wolff, Manasquan, N.J., 
assignors to Radio Corporation of America, a 
corporation of Delaware 

Application August 30, 1946, Serial No. 694,042 
(C. 315-12) 18 Claims. 

Our invention relates to Cathode ray storage 
tube apparatus and particularly to methods of 
and means for utilizing such apparatus for ground 
clutter reduction in radar systems, for delaying 
Signals, etc. 
The invention will be described with partic 

ular reference to the use of a television pick-up 
tube of the type known as the Image Orthicon 
especially as applied to a radar System for dis 
tinguishing between stationary and moving ob 
jects. One of the difficulties in detecting air 
craft approaching a radar station, particularly if 
the aircraft is at a low altitude, is that the sig 
na reflected from the ground or from buildings 
or his obscures the signal reflected from the air 
craft. Such obscuring signals are referred to as 
ground clutter. Similarly, signal reflected from 
an aircraft flying through a region filled with 
floating metal foil or the like may be obscured 
by reflections from the metal foil. m 
One of the objects of the present invention is 

to provide an improved method of and means for 
distinguishing between signals reflected from 
stationary or substantially stationary objects and 
signals reflected from moving objects. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved method of and means for reducing 
the amount of ground clutter or the like in a 
radar picture. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide an improved method of and means for uti 
lizing a cathode ray storage tube of the low-ve 
locity-beam double-sided-mosaic type for distin 
guishing between signals reflected from station 
ary objects and signals reflected from moving ob 
jects. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide an improved method of and means for uti 
lizing a cathode ray storage tube of the low-ve 
locity-beam double-sided-mosaic type for delay 
ing signals. 
. A still further object of the invention is to pro 
vide an improved method of and means for india 
Cating any difference in signals that occur in suc 
cession. 
According to One preferred embodiment of the 

invention, a Cathode ray storage tube of the 
Image Orthicon type is employed in combination 
With a pulse-echo radar system of the coherent 
pulse type. By utilizing a coherent pulse sys 
tem the phase of the carrier Wave of the re 
fiected pulse may be compared with a carrier 
Wave of fixed phase so that any change in phase 
due to motion of the reflecting object may be 
detected. Thus, there may be supplied to the 

storage tube a received signal that remains the 
same for successive received pulses if the pulses 
are reflected from a stationary object but which 
is different for each received pulse if the reflect 
ing object is moving. The storage tube is em 
ployed for comparing the successive signals and 
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is So Operated that there is signal output only if 
Successive signals are unlike. 

In this embodiment of the invention for dis 
tinguishing between stationary and moving ob 
jects, the successive signals from the radar re 
ceiver or mixer are applied to a storage tube 
electrode so that one signal puts a charge pat 
tern on the storage plate or target as it is scanned 
by an electron beam. If the next successive sig 
nal (produced by the next reflected pulse) is the 
same there will be no output signal but if it is 
different there will be an output signal or pulse 
indicating reflection from a moving-object. At 
the end of the second signal (and the second 
electron beam Scan) light is flashed on the pho 
tocathode of the storage tube to bring the tube 
back to its initial operating condition. . 
The invention will be better understood from 

the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing in which 

Figure 1 is a block and circuit diagram show 
ing one embodiment of the invention as applied 
to a pulse-echo radar system of the coherent 
pulse type wherein the signals are impressed 
upon a mesh Screen electrode of the storage tube, 

Figure 1A is a view illustrating a modification 
of the circuit shown in Fig. wherein the signals 
are impressed upon the Cathode of the storage 
tube, 

Figure 2 is a group of graphs that illustrate 
the operation of the apparatus of Fig. 1 when 
Successive received signals are alike. 

Figure 3 is a group of graphs that illustrate 
the operation of the apparatus of Fig. 1 when 
successive received signals are different as when 
reflected from a moving object, 
Figure 4 is a block and circuit diagram of an 

embodiment of the invention wherein the re 
ceived signal is applied to a control electrode of 
the storage tube to modulate the electron beam 
of the storage tube instead of being applied to 
a Screen adjacent to the target plate as in Fig. 
1 or to the Cathode as in Fig. A 

Figure 5 is a group of graphs that illustrate 
the operation of the apparatus of Fig. 4, 

Figure 6 is a group of graphs that illustrate 
the use of the invention for delaying a signal 
where the signal is applied to the screen adja 
cent to the target plate, 

  



Figure 7 is a group of graphs that illustrate 
the use of the invention for delaying a signal 
when the signal is applied to the electron bean 
modulating electrode, and 

Figures 8 and 9 are block and circuit diagrams 
illustrating apparatus for delaying a signal in 
the way illustrated in Figs, 6 and 7, respectively. 

In the several figures similar parts and similar 
graphs are indicated by similar reference char 
acters. - 

Referring to Fig. 1, the radar system includes 
a radio pulse transmitter which comprises an 
Oscillator O acting as a source of radio frequency 
energy and a power amplifier f which is pulse 

... modulated by means of periodically recurring 
pulses supplied from a pulse generator 2 through 
a suitable modulating circuit 3. As in the usual 
pulse-echo Systems, the resulting radio pulses 
radiated from the transmitter antenna 6 are 
of short duration compared with the period be 
tween successive pulses. 

Pulses reflected from an object are picked up 
by a receiving antenna, and supplied to a mixer 
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f8 which may be the same as the first detector 
or converted tube of a Superheterodyne receiver. 
However, the local oscillator signal supplied to: 
the mixer 8 is obtained from the R.-F. source 
to and is of the same frequency as the carrier 
wave of the received signal, 
The output signal of the mixer f depends 

upon the phase relation of the received carrier 
wave signal with respect to the R.-F. signal sup 
plied from the source to to the mixer. This out 
put signal is the same for successive received 
pulses of R-F, signal so long as this phase rela 
tion is unchanged, as when the signal is re 
flected from stationary objects. However, if the 
reflecting object is moving, the said phase rela 
tion is continuously changing and the mixer out 
put signal is different for each received pulse. 

In order to detect a changing signal and sep 
arate it from any unchanging signal, a cathode 
ray storage tube 2 f is employed. The specific 
storage tube shown is the well known Image 
Orthicon which comprises a double-sided mo 
saic or target plate 22 on which signal is stored, 
a mesh screen electrode 23 close to the target 
plate 22, and a photoelectric cathode 24 on the 
large end of the tube envelope. The tube 2 fur 
ther comprises an electron gun at the other end 
of the tube envelope which comprises a cathode 
26, a control electrode 27, and a first anode 28. 
A storage tube of the Image Orthicon type is de 
scribed in application Serial No. 554,494, fled 
September 16, 1944 in the name of Paul K. Wei 
mer, and which is now U. S. Patent 2,433,941, is 
sued Jan. 6, 1948. 
The storage tube 2 is also provided with a wall 

coating 29 that is held at a potential less than 
that of the anode 28 and is further provided with 
a ring electrode 3 that is at ground potential. 
An external focusing coil 32 is provided. Thus, 
a low velocity electron scanning beam is directed 
against the target plate 22. The electron beam 
may be aligned by an alignment coil. 33. It is 
caused to scan the target plate 22 by means of 
a deflecting yoke 34 which is supplied with saw 
tooth current from a deflection circuit 86. If 
desired, spiral scanning may be employed in 
stead of sawtooth scanning. 
The particular tube 2 being described by 

way of example is of the same design as the 
Image Orthicon employed for television pickup 
and, therefore, includes ring electrodes 37 and 

for imaging the electrons from the photo 
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4. 
electric cathode 24 upon the target plate 22. 
This imaging of the electrons is caused by the 
electrostatic field resulting from the ring elec 
tron arrangement 3, 38 and by the electro 
magnetic field of the focusing coil 32. Such 
imaging is not essential for the use of the storage 
tube 2 in the present invention as electrons 
from the cathode 24 are utilized only to bring the 
target plate 22 to the potential of the screen 23 
periodically as explained hereinafter. 
In operation, as the scanning beam moves 

across the target plate 22 the number of elec 
trons in the return bean depends upon the po 
tential of the target plate. If the scanning beam 
strikes a Spot on target 22 that at maximum 
positive potential, there will be a minimum num 
ber of electrons in the return beam. The return 
beam releases Secondary electrons from the end 
plate of the anode 28 and these electrons are 
directed, by means of a persuader ring electrode 
39, into a three-stage electron multiplier , 42, 
43. The electrons from the last stage strike a 
secondary electron emitting plate 44 and the re 
sulting electrons go to a screen electrode: 48 
whereby the output signal may be taken of an 
output resistor 47. .. . 
The storage screen or target plate 22 need 

not be described in detail. However, it may be 
mentioned that a preferred target plate 22 is 
made of very thin glass, the glass being so thin 
that elemental areas of the glass hold a charge 
for the desired length of time. Such a target 
plate is described in application Serial No. 631,441, 
filed November 28, 1941 in the name of Albert 
Rose as a continuation of . Serial No. 357,543, 
fled September 20, 1940, now abandoned. 

Referring more particularly to the circuit con 
nections for the system of Fig. , the signal from 
the mixer. 8 is supplied through an amplifier 
40, over a conductor 48 and through a blocking 
capacitor 49 to the screen electrode 23 of the 
storage tube 2. A steady bias voltage is applied 
to the electrode 23 through a resistor 5. Also, 
a square wave bias voltage 52 is applied from 
a square wave generator 53 through a coupling 
capacitor 50 to the electrode 23. The square 
wave generator 53 is synchronized with the modu 
lating pulse generator f2. The deflection cir 
cuit 36 is likewise synchronized with the gen 
erator f2. 
At the end of every second scan of the scan 

ning beam a pulse of light is flashed upon the 
photoelectric cathode 24 whereby electrons from 
cathode 24 bring the target plate 22 to the poten 
tial of the screen electrode 23 because of the 
capacity between the plate 22 and the screen 
23. The light pulse may be obtained from any 
suitable source 54, which is energized from an 
electrical pulse source 56. The pulse source S6 
is operated in synchronism with the modulating 
pulse generator 2. . . . 
The output signal of the storage tube 2 is 

taken of the resistor 47 and supplied through a 
blocking capacitor 57 to an amplifier 58. The 
amplified signal is supplied from amplifier 58 
to the vertical deflecting plates of a cathode ray 
Oscilloscope 59. 
The horizontal deflecting plates of the oscillo 

Scope 59 have a sawtooth voltage wave applied to 
them from a defecting circuit 6 to deflect the 
electron beam of the oscilloscope along a time 
axis in synchronism with the deflection of the 
scanning beam of the storage tube.2.f. Any sig 
nal applied to the vertical deflecting plates of 
the oscilloscope S appears on the phosphores 
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cent screen (not shown) of the tube 59 unless 
a blanking voltage is being applied to the oscillo 
scope control grid 62. 

In the system illustrated, the square wave gen 
erator 53 supplies a square wave blanking volt 
age to the oscilloscope grid 62 through an ampli 
fier 63 with the wave of the correct polarity to 
block the electron beam of the tube 59 during 
the first Scan, i. e., during the scan immediately 
following the pulse of light from source 54. 

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the operation of the 
system shown in Fig. 1. Referring first to Fig. 2, 
the top graph represents the radio pulses radiated 
from the transmitter antenna 6 and (in dotted 
line) the said pulses received at the receiving an 
tenna, after reflection from an object which, 
in the present instance, is assumed to be sta 
tionary. The graph 66 represents the sawtooth 
current that flows through the storage tube de 
flecting yoke 36 to produce the first scan and 
the second scan of the target plate 22 by the 
scanning beam. 
The graph 6 represents the light pulses that 

are produced at the end of the second scan and 
before the start of the first scan. So that the ca 
pacity elements of the target plate 22 are brought 
to a predetermined potential (1 volt in the pres 
ent example) at the end of each cycle of op 
eration. 
The rectangular wave biasing voltage 52 of one 

volt peak-to-peak swings the mesh screen elec 
trode 23 first one-half volt below its 1% volt 
fixed bias to one volt and then one-half Volt 
above its fixed bias to two volts through the al 
ternating-current connection 50. This shift in 
the potential of screen 23 will be seen by compar 
ing the starting points of the graphs la and 72a. 
The graph 68 represents the sawtooth voltage 

applied to the horizontal deflecting plates of the 
oscilloscope 59. 
The graphs and 2 represent the signals 

from the mixer 8 during the occurrence of the 
received reflected pulses. The signals 7 and 72 
are also shown expanded in order to illustrate 
the operation of the storage tube more clearly. 
The graphs at and 72a show how the poten 

tial of the screen 23 Varies with the applied sig 
nal and bias. The graphs b and 2b show that 
the glass target plate 22 varies in potential the 
same as the screen 23, this being due to the close 
spacing of the target plate 22 and the screen 
23. Since the potential of the gun cathode is 
fixed at ground, this target plate potential is 
also the voltage difference between the target 
plate and the cathode. 
During the first scan, as the scanning beam 

moves along the target plate from capacity ele 
ment to capacity element the said capacity ele 
ments are being varied in potential by the screen 
23 as shown at b. The capacity, elements that 
are the more positive at the time the scanning 
beam strikes them will receive the more electrons 
from the beam, its velocity being so low that the 
ratio of primary electrons to secondary electrons 
is greater than unity. As a result, at the end of 
the first scan the charges on said scanned ele 
ments are represented by the dotted line graph 
3. 
During the second scan, as the scanning beam 

again moves Over said capacity elements the tar 
get plate is being varied in potential the same 
as before by the signal on the screen 23, this tar 
get plate variation being represented at 2b. It 
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6 
resented by graphs 2b and T3 are identical ex 
Cept that they are of opposite polarity. Therefore, 
the net potential variation in said capacity ele 
ments as the beam scans along them is a zero 
Variation as represented by the horizontal line 
4. Thus, there is no variation in the number 

of beam electrons deposited on the target plate 
and SO as indicated at 76 there is no variation 
in the return beam. This means that the sig 
nal output at the output resistor 47 is zero and 
that no indication will be produced on the screen 
of the oscilloscope 59 by the signals reflected by 
the stationary object. Preferably, the output sig 
nal indicated at 77 that is produced during the 
first scan is prevented from appearing on the os 
cilloscope screen by blocking the oscilloscope scan 
ning beam during the presence of the signal. 
When a radio pulse is reflected from a mov 

ing object a signal Will appear on the oscilloscope 
Screen. The operation of the storage tube in this 
case is shown in Fig. 3. Here the signals sup 
plied from the mixer 8 during the first and sec 
ond scans are represented by the graphs 8 and 
82, respectively. Since the reflected pulses pro 
ducing these signals are from a moving object 
such as an aircraft, the two signals are unlike 
for reasons previously explained. 
The potential of screen 23 is varied during the 

two scans as shown at 8a and 82a. The tar 
get plate is correspondingly varied in potential 
as shown at 8b and 82b. The potential left on 
the target plate at the end of the first scan is 
indicated at 83. The net instantaneous poten 
tials on the capacity elements as they are scanned 

5 the second time is shown by the graph 84. The 
resulting output signal is indicated by the graph 
86. As previously stated, the signal output pro 
duced during the first scan as indicated at 8 
is prevented from appearing on the oscilloscope 
by the blanking voltage from amplifier 63. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that the sys 

tem of Fig. 1 will produce an indication only when 
the reflection is from a moving object. More gen 
erally stated, the system distinguishes between 
successive like signals and successive unlike sig 
nails. 
As shown in Fig. 1A, the signals from the mixer 
8 may be applied to the cathode 26 of the store 
age tube 2 by way of a lead 9 and an input 
resistor 92 that is connected between the Cathode 
and ground. Likewise, the square wave biasing 
voltage may be applied to the cathode 26 by way 
of a lead 93 and the lead 9. The Operation is 
the same as when the voltage variation between 
cathode and target plate is obtained by apply 
ing signal to the mesh screen 23. 

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of the invention 
where, instead of varying the voltage difference 
between cathode and target plate, the number of 
electrons in the scanning beam is varied. This 
modulation of the beam is produced by applying 

65 

70 

will be seen that as a result of the signals and . 
2 being identical, the potential variations rep 75 

the received signal to the control electrode 2. 
In order to compare two signals that Succes 

sively, modulate the scanning beam, it is neces 
sary to reverse the polarity of one signal. This 
may be done as shown in Fig. 4 by applying to 
the control electrode 2 signal from the mixer 
8 alternately through the amplifier 40 and 
through a polarity reversing amplifier 02. A 
square wave voltage from generator 53 is Sup 
plied through a reversing amplifier 03 and over 
a lead 04 to the amplifiers 40 and 02 to block 
amplifier 02 during the first scan and to block 
amplifier 40 during the second scan. Thus, as 
shown in Fig. 5, the scanning beam current is 
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varied during the first scan as indicated by the 
graph O. W 

During the second scan the signal passes 
through the reversing amplifier 02 and the scan 
ning beam is modulated as shown by graph O of 
Fig. 5. In the example illustrated the first and 
second signals are unlike since it is assumed that 
the pulses are reflected from a moving object. 
At the start of the cycle of operation the target 

plate 2 is at two volts potential as shown by the 
graph - 08, this being the fixed bias on the mesh 
screen 23. During the first scan the number of 
electrons deposited on the successive capacity ele 
ments struck by the scanning beam is as repre 
sented by the graph 109. The resulting charge on 

O 

s 
said elements at the end of the first scan is shown 
by the graph fff; the greater the number of elec 
trons deposited, the more negative the charge. 

At the start of the second scan the beam cur 
rent is increased by the square wave voltage Sup 
plied over a conductor f 12 to the control electrode 
27 so that signal variations in either direction 
may be detected. More specifically, the beam 
current is increased to a value at the start of the 
second scan such that there are always more than 
enough electrons to bring the target plate to cath 
ode potential. As the beam scans the target ele 
ments (which are charged as shown at lif) it 
brings these elements to the cathode potential, 
i.e., to ground potential. Therefore, the number 
of electrons in the return beam (and thus the 
output signal) depends upon the number of elec 
trons that have to be deposited to bring the target 
elements to cathode potential and also upon the 

35 number of electrons in the scanning beam. 
The number of electrons deposited during the 

second scan to bring the target plate to cathode 
potential is shown by the graph 2. It will be. 
apparent that where the elements of the target 
plate are most negative they take a minimum 
number of electrons to bring them to ground po 
tential. If the scanning beam contains a reduced 
number of electrons when it strikes these most 
negative elements, the number of return electrons 
will increase less than they otherwise would or 
will not increase at all. In the example shown, 
the first part of the second signal is the same as 
the first part of the first signal so that the return 
beam indicated at 3 is unchanged at first. How 
ever, the second signal then changes as compared 
with the first signal and there is a difference be 
tween the number of electrons deposited (graph 
f2) and the number of electrons in the scanning 

beam (graph O7) which difference is not a con 
stant value. This variation in return beam cur 
rent, represented at 1-3, is the desired output sig 
nal which indicates pulse reflection from a mov 
ing object. , 

8 
8 to the amplifier f is so that signal is applied 

to the storage tube screen 23 during the first scan 
of the target plate 22 but not during the second 
scan. Also, square wave voltage from the gener 
lator 53 is applied over conductors S and 18 to 
the output amplifier 58 so that it is blocked during 
the first scan but passes signal during the second 
Sca. 
In Fig. 6, the graph 2 represents the signal 

applied to screen electrode 23 during the first 
scan. The resulting target plate potential varia 
tion is shown by graph 22. The return beam or 
output signal, represented by graph 28, is not 
passed by the amplifier 58. During the second 
scan the potential of the screen 28 is held at a 
steady bias voltage as shown at 24. Due to the 
charges left on the target plate by the first scan, 

20 

as shown at 26, the second scan produces the 
delayed output signal represented at 27. 

Fig. 9 shows how the signal may be applied to 
the control grid 27 to obtain a delayed signal. 
Here, as in Fig. 8, the input amplifier it passes 
signal during the first scan but not during the sec 
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ond scan as indicated by the graphs 3 and 32 
of Fig. 7. During the first scan the target plate 
22 remains at the screen potential of two volts as 
shown by graph 33 and the number of electrons 
deposited during this scan is shown by graph 34. 
There is no output signal during the first scan 
but since there may be a certain amount of noise 
signal it may be desirable to block the output am 
plifier 58 during this period. 

During the second scan the charges left on the 
target plate elements by the first scan, as shown 
at 36, cause a corresponding variation in the 
electrons deposited during the second scan as 
shown at 87. The resulting return beam or delay 
output signal is shown at 3. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. The method of operating a cathode ray stor 

age tube of the type having a target plate com 
prising capacity storage elements which com 
prises varying the potential of said target plate 
with reference to a fixed potential by a first sig 
nal as an electron beam scans capacity elements 
of said target plate, varying the potential of said 
target plate with reference to a fixed potential 
by a second signal as said electron beam again 
scans said charged capacity elements whereby the 
return beam from said target plate is signal mod 
ulated to produce an output signal only if said 

55 

In the circuit of Fig. 4 the function of the light . 
pulse at the end of every second scan is to bring 
the target plate up to the mesh screen potential 
of two volts. 
From the foregoing description of Fig. 4, it will 

be apparent that there will be an output signal 
from the storage tube only if successive signals 
are unlike as in the case of the signals resulting 
from reflection of pulses from moving objects. 
As shown by the graphs of Fig. 6 and the block 

60 

and circuit diagram of Fig. 8, the storage tube 2 
may be employed for delaying a signal. In Fig. 
8 the signal to be delayed is supplied through an 
amplifier fis and through a coupling capacitor 

70. 

to the screen electrode 23. A square wave 
voltage from the generator 53 is supplied over a 
conductor 5 and through a reversing amplifier 76 

two signals are unlike. 
2. The method of operating a cathode ray stor 

age tube of the type having a target plate com 
prising capacity storage elements which com 
prises storing a first signal on said target plate 
as an electron beam scans capacity elements of 
said target plate, varying the potential of said 
target plate with reference to a fixed potential 
by a second signal as said electron beam again 
scans said charged capacity elements whereby 
the return beam from said target plate is signal 
modulated to produce an output signal only if 
said two signals are unlike, said capacity elements 
of said target plate being returned to a prede 
termined potential before the cycle of operation 
is repeated. 

3. In combination a cathode ray tube having a 
mosaic that functions to store signals applied 
thereto, means for directing a beam of electrons 
against said mosaic, means for varying the po 
tential of said mosaic with respect to a fixed ref 
erence potential and in accordance with an ap 
plied signal whereby the charge acquired by a 
capacity element of said mosaic when it is 
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scanned by said beam is a function of said mosaic 
potential, means for causing said beam to scan 
said mosaic once while a signal is varying the 
potential of said mosaic for causing the capacity 
elements of the mosaic which are thus scanned 
to acquire charges in accordance with the poten 
tial variations of the mosaic with reference to 
said fixed potential, means for causing said beam 
to scan said once-scanned elements a second time 
while an applied signal is again varying the po 
tential of said mosaic with reference to said fixed 
potential whereby if the two signals are alike the 
voltage difference between the fixed potential 
point and successive Scanned capacity elements is 
constant during said second scanning so that 
there is no signal output. 

4. In combination, a cathode ray tube having 
a mosaic that functions to store signals applied 
thereto, means for directing a beam of electrons 
against said mosaic, means for varying the poten 
tial of Said mosaic with respect to a fixed refer 
ence potential and in accordance with an applied 
signal whereby the charge acquired by a capacity 
element of said mosaic when it is scanned by said 
beam is a function of said mosaic potential, means 
for causing said beam to Scan said mosaic Once 
while a signal is varying the potential of said 
mosaic for causing the capacity elements of the 
mosaic which are thus scanned to acquire charges 
in accordance with the potential variations of the 
mosaic with reference to said fixed potential, 
means for causing said beam to scan said once 
scanned elements a second time while an applied 
signal is again varying the potential of said 
mosaic with reference to said fixed potential 
whereby a signal Output is obtained from the 
return beam only if there is a difference in said 
two applied signals, said mosaic being brought 
to a predetermined potential before the next cycle 
of operation. 

5. The method of operating a cathode ray stor 
age tube having a target plate comprising capac 
ity storage elements and having an electron gun 
which comprises causing a low velocity electron 
beam from said gun to scan capacity elements of 
Said target plate a first time and a second time, 
causing said electron beam to charge said scanned 
capacity elements at least during the first scan 
in accordance with a signal applied to said stor 
age tube whereby the return beam from said tar 
get plate is signal modulated during the second 
Scan unless a signal like the first signal is ap 
plied to said tube during the second scan, return 
ing the capacity elements of said target plate to 
a predetermined potential at the end of the sec 
Ond scan, and repeating the cycle of operation, 

6. In combination, a cathode ray storage tube 
having a target plate comprising capacity stor 
age elements and having an electron gun, means 
for causing a low velocity electron beam from 
said gun to scan capacity elements of said target 
plate a first time and a second time, means for 
causing said electron beam to charge said scanned 
capacity elements at least during the first scan 
in accordance with a signal applied to said stor 
age tube whereby the return beam from said tar 
get plate is signal modulated during the second 
Scan unless a signal like the first signal is ap 
plied to said tube during the second scan, and 
means for returning the capacity elements of 
said target plate to a predetermined potential 
at the end of the second scan and before the 
cycle of operation is repeated. 

7. The invention according to claim 6 wherein 
Said last means comprises a photoelectric cath 
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Ode positioned to release electrons toward said 
target plate, and further comprising means for 
flashing light upon said photoelectric cathode at 
the end of the second scan and before the cycle 
of operation is repeated whereby electrons fall 
upon Said target plate to return it to said prede 
termined potential. 

8. In combination, a cathode ray tube hav 
ing a double-sided mosaic that functions to store 
signals applied thereto, means for directing a 
beam of low velocity electrons against said mosaic, 
a fine mesh screen positioned close to said mosaic 
in capacitive relation thereto whereby the charge 
acquired by a capacity element of said mosaic 
when it is scanned by said beam is a function of 
the potential of said mesh screen and of the 
number of electrons in said beam, means for 
causing said beam to scan said mosaic once and 
for simultaneously causing the capacity elements 
of the mosaic which are scanned thereby to ac 
quire charges in accordance with the variations 
of a signal applied to said tube, means for caus 
ing said beam to scan said once-scanned ele 
ments a second time while a signal is again being 
applied to said tube whereby a signal output is 
obtained from the return beam only if there is 
a difference in said two applied signals, and means 
for bringing said mosaic to the bias potential 
of said mesh screen at the end of said second 
Scan and before the next first scan begins. 

9. In combination, a cathode ray tube having 
a double-sided mosaic that functions to store 
signals applied thereto, means including an elec 
tron gun for directing a beam of low velocity 
electrons against said mosaic, said electron gun 
including a cathode, a fine mesh screen posi 
tioned close to said mosaic in capacitive relation 
thereto whereby the charge acquired by a ca 
pacity element of said mosaic when it is scanned 
by said beam is a function of the potential dif 
ference of said mesh screen and said cathode and 
of the number of electrons in said beam, means 
for causing said beam to scan said mosaic once 
and for simultaneously varying the voltage dif 
ference between said mesh screen and cathode 
in accordance with a signal for causing the ca 
pacity elements of the mosaic which are scanned 
by said beam to acquire charges in accordance 
with the variations of said signal, means for 
causing said beam to scan said once-scanned ele 
ments a second time while a signal is again vary 
ing said voltage difference whereby a signal out 
put is obtained from the return beam only if 
there is a difference in said two applied signals, 
and means for bringing said mosaic to the bias 
potential of said mesh screen at the end of said 
second scan and before the next first scan begins. 

10. In combination, a cathode ray tube having 
a double-sided mosaic that functions to store 
signals applied thereto, means including an elec 
tron gun for directing a beam of low velocity 
electrons against said mosaic, said electron gun 
including a cathode, a fine mesh screen posi 
tioned close to said mosaic in capacitive relation 
thereto whereby the charge acquired by a capac 
ity element of said mosaic when it is scanned by 
said beam is a function of the potential differ 
ence of said mesh Screen and said cathode and 
of the number of electrons in said beam, means 
for causing said beam to scan said mosaic once 
and for simultaneously varying the voltage dif 
ference between said mesh Screen and cathode 
in accordance with a signal for causing the 
capacity elements of the mosaic which are 
scanned by said beam to acquire charges in ac 
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cordance with the variations of said signal, 
means for causing said beam to Scan Said once 
scanned elements a second time while a signal 
is again varying said voltage difference whereby 
a signal output is obtained from the return beam 
only if there is a difference in said two applied 
signals, and means for bringing said mosaic to 
the bias potential of said mesh screen at the end 
of said second scan and before the next first 
scan begins, said last means comprising a photo 
electric cathode and means for projecting a 
pulse of light thereupon between the end of the 
second scan and the beginning of the following 
first Scan. 

11. The method of operating a cathode ray 
storage tube having a target plate comprising 
capacity storage elements and having an elec 
tron gun that includes a cathode which com 
prises storing a first signal on said target plate 
as a low velocity electron beam from said gun 
scans capacity elements of said target plate, 
varying the voltage difference between said cath 
ode and said target plate by a second signal as 
said electron beam again scans said capacity 
elements whereby the return beam from said 
target plate is signal modulated only if said two 
signals are unlike, returning the capacity ele 
ments of said target plate to a predetermined 
potential at the end of the second Scan, and re 
peating the cycle of operation. 

12. In combination, a cathode ray storage 
tube having a target plate comprising capacity 
storage, elements and having an electron gun 
that includes a cathode, means for storing a first 
signal on said target plate as a low velocity elec 
tron beam from said gun scans capacity ele 
ments of said target plate, means for varying the 
voltage difference between said cathode and said 
target plate by a second signal as said electron 
beam again scans said capacity elements where 
by the return beam from said target plate is sig 
nal modulated only if said two signals are un 
like, and means for returning the capacity ele 
ments of said target plate to a predetermined 
potential at the end of the second scan and be 
fore the cycle of operation is repeated. 
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screen, means for causing said beam to scan. 
said once-scanned elements a second time while 
a signal is again being applied to said mesh 
screen whereby a signal Output is obtained from 
the return beam only if there is a difference in 
said two applied signals, and means for bring 
ing said mosaic to the bias potential of said 
mesh screen at the end of said second scan and 
before the next first scan begins. 

15. In combination, a cathode ray tube having 
a double-sided mosaic that functions to store. 
signals applied thereto, means for directing a 
beam of low velocity electrons against said mosa 
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13. The method of operating a cathode ray 
storage tube of the low velocity beam type hav 
ing a target plate comprising capacity storage 
elements which comprises storing a first signal 
on said target plate as a low velocity electron 
beam scans capacity, elements of said target 
plate, varying the potential of said target plate 
by a second signal as said electron beam again 
scans said capacity elements whereby the return 
beam from said target plate is signal modulated 
only if said two signals are unlike, returning the 
capacity elements of said target plate to a pre 
determined potential at the end of the second 
scan, and repeating the cycle of operation. 

14. In combination, a cathode ray tube hav 
ing a double-sided mosaic that functions to store 
signals applied thereto, means for directing a 
beam of low velocity electrons against said 
mosaic, a fine mesh screen positioned close to 
said mosaic in capacitive relation thereto where 
by the charge acquired by a capacity element of 
said mosaic when it is scanned by said beam is 
a function of the potential of said mesh screen 
and of the number of electrons in said beam, 
means for causing said beam to scan said mosaic 
once and for simultaneously causing the capac 
ity elements of the mosaic which are scanned 
thereby to acquire charges in accordance with 
the variations of a signal applied to said mesh. 

ic, a fine mesh screen positioned close to said no 
saic in capacitive relation thereto whereby the 
charge acquired by a capacity element of said 
mosaic when it is scanned by said beam is a func 
tion of the potential of said mesh screen and of 
the number of electrons in said beam, means for 
causing said beam to scan said mosaic once and 
for simultaneously causing the capacity elements 
of the mosaic which are scanned thereby to ac 
quire charges in accordance with the variations 
of a signal applied to said mesh screen, means 
for causing said beam to scan said once-scanned 
elements a second time while a signal is again 
being applied to said mesh screen whereby a sig 
nal output is obtained from the return beam only 
if there is a difference in said two applied sig 
nals, and means for bringing said mosaic to the 
bias potential of said mesh screen at the end of 
said second scan and before the next first scan 
begins, said last means comprising a photoelec 
tric cathode positioned to release electrons to 
ward said target plate and means for projecting 
a pulse of light thereupon between the end of the 
second scan and the beginning of the following 
first scan. 

18. In combination, a cathode ray tube having 
a double-sided mosaic that functions to store 
signals applied thereto, means including a beam 
intensity control electrode for directing a beam 
of low velocity electrons against said mosaic, a 
fine mesh screen positioned close to said mosaic 
in capacitive relation thereto wherey the charge 
acquired by a capacity element of said mosaic 
when it is scanned by said beam is a function of 
the potential of said mesh screen and of the num 
ber of electrons in said beam, means for causing 
said beam to scan said nosaic Once and for simul 
taneously causing the capacity elements of the 
mosaic which are scanned thereby to acquire 
charges in accordance with the variations of a 
signal applied to said control electrode with a cer 
tain polarity, means for causing said beam to 
scan said once-scanned elements a second time 
while a signal is again being applied to said con 
trol electrode with the opposite polarity whereby 
a signal output is obtained from the return beam 
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only if there is a difference in said two applied 
signals, and means for bringing said mosaic to the 
bias potential of said mesh screen at the end of 
said second scan and before the next first scan 
begins. 

17. The method of operating a cathode ray 
storage tube having a target plate comprising 
capacity storage elements and having an electron 
gun which comprises storing a signal on said tar 
get plate only while a low velocity electron beam 
from said gun scans capacity elements of said 
target plate during a first scan, again scanning 
said capacity elements whereby the return beam 
from said target plate is modulated in accordance 
with said stored signal to produce a delayed sig 
nail, returning the capacity elements of said tar 
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get plate to a predetermined potential at the end 
of the Second Scan, and repeating the cycle of 
Operation. 

18. The method of , operating a cathode ray 
storage tube having a target plate comprising 
capacity storage elements and having an electron 
gun which comprises storing a signal on said tar 
get plate only while a low velocity electron beam 
from said gun scans capacity elements of said 
target plate during a first Scan, again Scanning 
Said capacity elements whereby the return beam 
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14 
from said target plate is modulated in accordance 
with said stored signal to produce a delayed sig 
nal, projecting electrons upon the capacity ele 
ments of said target plate to bring them to a pre 
determined potential at the end of the Second 
Scan, and repeating the cycle of operation. 
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